CHAPTER 1

THE BEGINNING
In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. And the
earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face
of the deep. And God said, let there be light, and there was light.
(Genesis 1:1-3)
Roots of the mystery
In order to overstand1 the reason why babylon is working her work,
we have to go back in history, ages before Nimrod and his wife
Semirames2 founded babylon. Babylon is one of the main channels
through which the mystery of iniquity works. In this chapter we’ll go
to the roots of this mystery. We’ll find out why this mystery exists.
And in order to find the roots, we must go back in time. Ages before
the Great Flood, and even ages before the creation of man (Adam).
We have to go back to the time between the first two verses of the
Bible. After God created the earth and the heavens, and before the
earth was without form and void. In principal, this time can be years
and years longer than the time between the 3rd verse until now.
Traditional error
The traditional Christian view on creation is that God created the
heaven and the earth “in the beginning”, which is placed around
5000 or 6000 BC, in a state described as “without form and void,
with darkness on the face of the deep”. For the last centuries, this
has been taught time and time again in the churches and the
sunday-schools. But there’s something wrong with this
interpretation. Something, which can seriously prevent one from
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In accordance with a good Rastafarian tradition, the word “understand” signifies a
position of inferiority to a certain subject, so the word “overstand” is more
appropriate.
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Semirames was the name of Nimrod’s wife. Nimrod was the founder of babylon
and his wife Semirames, symbolized as a dove, became the moon goddess. This is
well documented is several publications on babylon origin.
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being able to lift the veil that covers the mystery on the origin of
babylon.
A babylonian Christianity
Even though the Bible is clear about “mystery babylon”, and
uncovers her whole scheme, she (babylon) has remained a
mystery within Christianity for centuries. Such a great mystery, that
her mere existence isn’t even discerned. With the inevitable
consequence that some people who do see babylon think that the
Bible, and the faith in Yesus Kristos (Christianity) with it, is itself a
babylonian concept. For they see what seems to be Christianity,
and in it the babylonian “signature”3 so to speak. And indeed, there
is a form of “Christianity” which can be seen as a part of babylon
and her wicked intentions. The Rastafarians sing about the “S.S.
Jesus”, which was the name of a slave ship. Many Africans, who
were “exported” to the American continent, had their first encounter
with this Name when they found out the name of the ship that
brought them into captivity and slavery. It’s obvious, that this
“Jesus” can never be the Divine Lord and Saviour from the Bible
Who came to die for the sins of the world and to bring freedom,
love and peace to us all, sons and daughters of Adam. Some
Christians claim that these things were “from the past” and that
hypocrite individuals committed them. But it goes beyond that. As
we will see in this book, babylon has her own form of “Christianity”
which seamlessly blends into all her other religions and schemes.4
It’s not allways easy to discern this form, when you don’t know
where and how to look. Babylon is always trying to hide herself,
that she might not be exposed. A wrong translation of the Bible is
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As we will see when the book goes on, one of the key-methods of discovering
babylon’s influence throughout history is reading the symbolic language. The
workers of the “mystery of iniquity” are obsessed with symbols and rituals, and by
studying these one can identify babylonian influences. I call this the “babylonian
signature”. This same babylonian signature can be seen in what some might identify
as Christianity.
4
Many non-Christian researchers of the “mystery of iniquity” have come to the
conclusion, that the Bible and Christianity are also part of this plan. Analysis of their
research material and conclusions clearly shows, that they speak about an existing
form of Christianity that most certainly does not fit the biblical description.
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one of her methods and it starts with the very first lines in scripture.
And when it comes to unfolding the mystery that is the subject of
this book, it is rather amazing to conclude how many scriptures,
when viewed in their original languages (mainly Hebrew and
Greek), show to have been wrongly translated. This may partly be
because of ignorance of the translators, but it is more likely that
someone is trying to hide something.
Genesis 1:2 Revisited
Let’s get back to Genesis 1:1,2 and compare the English
translation of the King James Version (KJV)5 with the original, for
they are not really saying the same thing. Here’s how it is written in
the KJV:
In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.
And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness
was upon the face of the deep. (Genesis 1:1-2)
The word “was” in the 2nd verse would better have been translated
with “became”. The earth became “tohuw va bohuw”, which means
as much as "waste and empty". Now it might be interesting to
know, that the ancient babylonians knew this state also. According
to their creation myth, the earth was filled with chaos, represented
by the god
Tiamat, or the
great serpent
(picture). Tiamat
was said to be
dwelling in the
see (the deep!)
together with
another demon,
called Bahu. It’s
easy to see the similarity between Bahu and bohuw, but scholars
also see a similarity between Tiamat and the word tohuw. The
5

Unless otherwise noted, all Bible quotations will be from the “Authorized King
James Version”.
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word that is translated with “created” is the word “bara”. Bara
means as much as “to create out of nothing”. In the next chapter
we will see why it’s important to remember this word (bara) as well.
Now, if we would translate the first two sentences from the Bible a
bit more correctly then the translators of the King James Version, it
would then read:
In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth out
of nothing. And the earth became waste and empty, and
darkness was upon the face of the deep.
So, what does this all mean? The first sentence is quite obvious. In
the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth. The
beginning of what? The beginning of time, and space6. Then
something happened which caused the earth to get into a state of
chaos. But in spite of what the usual interpretations says, God did
not create the earth in this state.
No void creation
There are more places in the Bible where you can find information
concerning this particular situation. First, I’ll quote the ancient
prophet IsaJah.
For thus saith the LORD that created the heavens; God
himself that formed the earth and made it; he hath
established it, he created it not in vain, he formed it to be
inhabited: I am the LORD; and there is none else. (IsaJah
45:18)
I emphasized some key words in this scripture. When you check
back in the original language, you will find that the same words that
the KJV translates as “without form and void” are used here as
well. It is in this scripture, that Jah clearly states, that it was not Him
Who created anything in this situation. He created the earth to be
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Without time and space, our three-dimensional or physical realm would never have
been able to exist.
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inhabited, but something caused a situation called “waste and
empty”, which made it quite impossible to live in. God says:
“I did not create the earth waste and empty, I created it
habitated7”
An eye-witness account
Now, the Bible even speaks about the reason that caused this
situation. There is a report about it. Another prophet of ancient
times, the man called Jeremiah, wrote about a vision he received.
The situation described in Genesis 1:2 is the same situation as
Jeremiah witnessed in a vision. Jah has showed him what
happened. Let’s take a look at this eyewitness account of the
situation of the earth before Adam and Eve were created:
I beheld the earth, and, lo, it was without form, and void;
and the heavens, and they had no light. I beheld the
mountains, and, lo, they trembled, and all the hills moved
lightly. I beheld, and, lo, there was no man, and all the
birds of the heavens were fled. I beheld, and, lo, the fruitful
place was a wilderness, and all the cities thereof were
broken down at the presence of the LORD, and by his
fierce anger. For thus hath the LORD said, The whole land
shall be desolate; yet will I not make a full end. (Jeremiah
4:23-27)
No Adams
This report of Jah vision starts off with describing the very same
situation we know from the first lines of the Bible. It’s worth to note
the phrase “there was no man”. It says: “there were no Adams”.
Still, we can see that there were cities. This means, that the
destroyed cities were not build by “Adams”, since the earth hasn’t
been “waste and empty” after Adam’s creation. Not even during
Noah’s flood, for there were “Adams” in the Ark. The whole idea
7

As you can read a bit further on in this chapter, the Bible speaks about the joy of
the angelic beings when the earth was created. This would be an indication that the
earth was created to be inhabited by these beings.
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behind Noah’s flood has everything to do with sustaining the
human race, as we will see in a later chapter. And please also
note, that neither Adam nor Eve built any city in the Garden of
Eden. After they were exiled from Eden, their offspring made cities.
Re-creation
Everything was good, but something provoked the anger of the
Most High. Fierce judgement over the earth, causing the state we
know as “waste and empty”, of which Jah says: “I won’t make a full
end”. And that’s where the story of the “re-creation” rather than
“creation” starts, in Genesis 1:3, when Jah says: “Let There Be
Light!” And there was light…
Bible reveals what babylon hides
But first there’s more to know about the early beginnings, because
the Bible also tells us why it was, that Jah poured out this
judgement over the land. Again, the ancient prophets of Israel
show that they were thoroughly informed by the Most High God.
Babylon tries to hide her true origins for the eyes of many people
through mistranslations and manipulations, but Jah revealed her
past, present and future almost in detail. And He has preserved this
knowledge in the same Bible that many disregard as another
babylonian tool. But in fact, the Bible is a major tool to expose
“mystery babylon”. That’s why she puts so many arrows on her
bow to aim at this book. Trying to corrupt, mis-translate, and keep it
away from the public eye all the time. This is well documented in
history, but we see it until today, even in an increasing manner.
Summary
Before we continue, please remember at least the following from
what you just read: the earth wasn’t created a few days before
Adam; it has existed for only Jah knows how long, and it had cities,
a clean environment, it even was a “fruitful place”. There were,
what we call, civilizations, and Jah’s anger was provoked by them.
“lucifer”
What caused Jah to be so angry? Personally, I think this is closely
connected with what is called “the fall of “lucifer””. The Bible tells us
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the story of a perfect being, created to be a “covering cherub”8. In
the KJV, his name was “lucifer”. He had a very high position in
ancient times, and was able to travel between the “stones of fire”
which some bible-scholars identify as the planetary bodies (Mars,
Jupiter, et cetera). It seems like he was some kind of “president” in
an ancient inter-planetary civilization. A civilization, which existed in
perfect harmony with it’s Creator, YHWH, and also reflected His
Glory.
Ancient prediction for today
Again, the Old Testament prophets have been given insight from
the Most High into this matter. There is nothing hidden, which will
not be revealed. The prophets carefully wrote down what they saw,
even though they didn’t overstand everything they saw. But they
knew, that for later generations, many things would be seen and
overstood:
But thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book,
even to the time of the end: many shall run to and fro, and
knowledge shall be increased (Daniel 12:4)
Self-made serpent god
There are words in the book of the Old
Testament which are directed straight to this
being we know as “the serpent” or satan. And
not only we know him as such, the ancient
world is literally scattered with “serpent gods”.
Today we would call them “reptillians”. The
picture on your left side is just an example. It
comes from an ancient south-american
civilization where there are many legends
about a winged fiery serpent god named
Quetzalcoatl. According to the bible, the
8

A Cherub is an angelic being. The Ark of the Covenant, which was created by
Moses after an instruction from God, has two statues of Cherubim. In the Bible they
are portrayed also as beings with multiple aspects on their bodies, such as wings,
different parts of animals, and some humanoid facets.
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serpent or satan is the leader of all those who are against God. But
he wasn’t created this way. It was his own choice to become what
he has become. Here are some words spoken by the Most High
unto this being.
"How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the
morning! [how] art thou cut down to the ground, which didst
weaken the nations! For thou hast said in thine heart, I will
ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars
of God: I will sit also upon the mount of the congregation, in
the sides of the north: I will ascend above the heights of the
clouds; I will be like the most High. Yet thou shalt be
brought down to hell, to the sides of the pit. They that see
thee shall narrowly look upon thee, [and] consider thee,
[saying, Is] this the man that made the earth to tremble,
that did shake kingdoms;" (IsaJah 14:12-16)
“lucifer” and babylon
This is only a part of the things that “lucifer” gets to hear. Also, the
connection with babylon starts to come to the surface here. The
Most High addresses satan in a prophesy which was primarily
directed at…. the king of babylon. Jah addresses the king of
babylon and in it, He starts to speak out words against the serpent
as well. That is not only an indication, but also a direct scriptural
verification of the connection between the ruler(s) of babylon and
“lucifer” himself. It’s crucial knowledge, that the physical rulers of
babylon are spiritually connected with “lucifer”, a being of which
you can read in IsaJah 14 that he wanted to become equal to God,
the Most High. By the way, the word “lucifer” is not a proper
translation. However, secret societies such as the Freemasons
secretly call their “Master Builder of the Universe” by that name.
And that’s only one example. Many more like to call him by this
name, but it is more or less a fictional name. The translators of the
Bible simply picked the ancient name of a planetary body. The
word used for “lucifer” comes from the same root as the “Halal”
which we know from “HalleluJah”. It means something like “shining
one”. So when I use it, please regard that I’m not seriously thinking
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that this being once had that name. He is called “son of the
morning”.
Ancient entity
As you know, the morning is when the day starts. The title “son of
the morning” refers to this creature as one of the first. The first
what? The first created beings. He was right there, in the
beginning. And as we shall see while this book unfolds many
hidden aspects of “mystery babylon”, he will be there right at the
end of time. This person was initially a high-ranking figure in a
civilization, which existed long before Adam. The book of Job, of
which some claim that it is the oldest book from the entire Bible,
speaks about the start of creation and the presence of the “morning
stars”. Read what Jah (The Most High) said to Job:
"Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of the earth?
declare, if thou hast understanding. Who hath laid the
measures thereof, if thou knowest? or who hath stretched
the line upon it? Whereupon are the foundations thereof
fastened? or who laid the corner stone thereof; When the
morning stars sang together, and all the sons of God
shouted for joy?" (Job 38:4-7)
Fallen morning star
Note the last sentence, which makes it clear that the “Morning
Stars” as well as all the “sons of God” were there when the
planetary bodies were created. They sang songs of praises, while
another group called the “sons of God” shouted for joy. Above the
Morning Stars, only God is. He is the Most High, the Lord of lords9.
And that was exactly the fact that “lucifer” wanted to change. It
made him become “satan”, which means as much as “enemy”. And
Jah’s enemy he surely is! If you check back at the part of IsaJah
which was quoted, you will see that he is doomed to fall unto such
a great extend that people will shake their head when they see him.
“Is this the man who shook the kingdoms and the earth?”, they will
9

One of God’s titles is “Lord of lords”, or “Lord of hosts”. This refers directly to the
existence of an angelic hierarchy whose function is to maintain creation.
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ask themselves. His power, which still seems to be of very great
volume, will not last for all eternity. The time will come in which
people will only remember his power as something that is totally
downstroyed. But that time is not yet.
Phoenician connection with “lucifer”
Not only IsaJah and Job have provided us with information
concerning the major enemy of the Most High, there are numerous
references to this being. But we stay with those parts in which this
being is directly addressed and another one that I would like to
share is a part from the book of the prophet Ezekiel. In a prophecy
which was directly primarily to the “King of Tyrus”, Jah also starts to
speak out against “lucifer”. Tyrus was a phoenician city and it
means “Rock”. The Phoenicians played a key-role as keepers of
the mystery of iniquity throughout world history, as we will see in
this book. Phoenician artefacts have been found all over the world
and the babylonian elite of the present world uses much
Phoenician symbolism too. So it is not for nothing, that Jah speaks
out to satan through the babylonian and phoenician kings. Now,
let’s take a look at this ancient prophecy:
"Thou hast been in Eden the garden of God; every
precious stone [was] thy covering, the sardius, topaz, and
the diamond, the beryl, the onyx, and the jasper, the
sapphire, the emerald, and the carbuncle, and gold: the
workmanship of thy tabrets and of thy pipes was prepared
in thee in the day that thou wast created. Thou [art] the
anointed cherub that covereth; and I have set thee [so]:
thou wast upon the holy mountain of God; thou hast walked
up and down in the midst of the stones of fire. Thou [wast]
perfect in thy ways from the day that thou wast created, till
iniquity was found in thee. By the multitude of thy
merchandise they have filled the midst of thee with
violence, and thou hast sinned: therefore I will cast thee as
profane out of the mountain of God: and I will destroy thee,
O covering cherub, from the midst of the stones of fire.
Thine heart was lifted up because of thy beauty, thou hast
corrupted thy wisdom by reason of thy brightness: I will
10

cast thee to the ground, I will lay thee before kings, that
they may behold thee." (Ezekiel 28:13-17)
A first Eden?
In this scripture, we will find the deeper meaning of the saying “the
lust for money is the root of all evil” as well as more information
concerning the origin of satan. Information which points out to the
fact that he once was a very high ranking figure in the hierarchy of
God. He was in Eden. This could mean two things: the first one is
that he was in Eden to tempt Eve, as we shall see later in this
book. The other thing could be, that he was also in Eden before his
fall, which would then be an indication that there was a Garden of
Eden even before the one Adam was placed in. The part in which I
quote Jeremiah describing the situation of Genesis 1:2 seems to
indicate that even before God re-created earth and placed a
garden in Eden, there was a “fruitful place”. Could this be a first
Eden? Or was the whole earth a fruitful place in the days that
“lucifer” ran things? It’s not really necesary to know in the context of
this book, but it could be an interesting topic of research.
Decision maker and space traveller
Anyway, “lucifer” wasn’t only in Eden. He had his own position in
what is known as “the holy mountain of God”. This is the place
where decisions are made when the spiritual rulers come together
to discuss matters. And not only was he a part of this “Angelic
Council”, he was also able to “walk up and down the stones of fire”.
A closer look to this particular scripture leads me to the impression,
that these “stones of fire” were the planetary bodies, like Mars and
Jupiter. It could most certainly explains the faces on Mars and
other structures seemingly found on this other planet. And it would
also explain some seemingly “mysterious” Bible scriptures, but
more on that later.
Fallen, not created
He was “perfect, until iniquity was found” in him. This sentence
terminates all speculations that God created satan as an evil being.
I hear it many times, that people tell me they cannot accept the
idea that God created the devil and therefore there is no such
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“thing” as a God or devil. Well, this scripture shows, that God did
not create satan. He created “lucifer”, a perfect being with loads of
power, with the ability to trade, to travel even in space, to be in the
congregation of the highest possible authority, just under the Lord
Himself. His garments reflected the glory of God. He had his say
when important decisions were made on the “Mountain of God”.
Interplanetary Business Man
As we could read in IsaJah, satan fell because he was not satisfied
with his position. He was placed in the top, Gods Council, but that
wasn’t enough. In this part from the book of Ezekiel, we can also
see what caused him to become unsatisfied. Ezekiel seems to
indicate, that he was involved in trading.10 The word translated with
merchandise was “rakullah” and points out to trade and traffic
related to trade. He was an “interplanetary business man” and it
was his success in this activity that made him become violent, and
eventually so arrogant and ambitious that he wanted to rise above
the Most High. A reflection of this can be seen when we take a look
at babylon that has the same characteristics as her father, satan:
keyword capitalism and globalism.
“The root of all evil”
Those who study and oppose globalisation, know that the main
reason for troubles in the world can be found in a network of multinationals and banking systems that kind of rule the world with
seemingly just one aim: to make more and more money. Some of
the richest people in the world have the money to feed complete
nations, they can spend what they have in a thousand lifetimes and
still have more then they need. To keep up appearances, they
donate a few million or even billion dollars to “good causes”, but the
global situation remains, no even gets worse and worse. When all
the assets of the world would be distributed in a fair way, everyone
on the face of the earth could have a good life. There is enough
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Details concerning the trading activities in the “pre-Adamite” civilization are not
easily to find. But in order to keep a society going, trading is neccesary, so it
shouldn’t really come as a surprise when the Bible does make a specific mention
about the existance of trade in ancient societies.
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food, there are enough materials, but still most of the people on the
face of the earth suffer from poverty and hunger. If you think that
God can’t exist because of all the trouble in the world, think again.
The Creator has provided this earth with the natural resources to
make a good life possible for all living creatures. Jah is not to
blame, that’s for sure. History reveals that out of the western world
there is an elite pulling all the strings, with a lineage straight back to
the ancient days of Nimrod and Semirames. In order to build “the
great cities of babylon”, millions of people were killed and enslaved
while complete countries were robbed from their natural resources.
Why is Africa considered a “poor continent”? When you take a look,
you’ll see that Africa is not poor, but it’s riches and assets are in the
hands of a few, all the profits go to the western world. We have a
situation in which people in “poor” countries work 12 hours a day
for a salary that is not worthy to be called salary. Even children are
forced to work to feed the greedy needs of western “civilization”.
Education isn’t provided. The products these people create are
shipped to the west, where they’re sold for prices that reach the
sky. Only a few actually profit from this, where the multitude is kept
in slavery to maintain the status quo. It’s not for nothing that the
Bible calls “the lust for money” the “root of all evil”. There’s nothing
wrong in trading, but unfair trading is the root of all evil. It’s the root
of evil in our present world where a global elite keeps the majority
of people in slavery, and it was the root of the evil, the iniquity, that
eventually led to satan’s fall from his position long before the
creation of Adam.
Roots and fruits of monopolism
Ezekiel wrote God’s words to satan. His “merchandise”, his “lust for
money” led to violence and finally to the sinful ambition to become
like God, which in it’s turn led to satan’s fall. The same thing you
see with the capitalist elite that runs the world. They have all the
money, there is no need whatsoever for them to trade any further.
But they keep expanding their positions until gradually the whole
earth becomes the sole property of one multi-national. And that’s
where greed leads to. Again, there’s nothing wrong in making
money. But there is something wrong in making much more money
then you actually need. Because, when you reach a position in
13

which you can buy everything you want, every day, for many
lifetimes, and still have money left, you’ve cultivated an
uncontrollable lust for: control. Paradoxes, yes? But it is true. It
shows, that those “controllers” are in fact themselves controlled.
They can’t control their lust for control, but something, or rather,
someone else is. Ultimate greed leads to lust for ultimate power.
This happened to “lucifer”. He traded and traded; his greed became
violent, and ultimately led him to a decision to revolt against the
Most High, the Creator of all. And he’s using this same temptation
to get people working for his plan, the “mystery of iniquity”.
Stepping stones to the fall
The ultimate goal of satan is to re-gain the position he once had,
and to rise above the Most High too . But had his time, in the
civilizations long before Adam was created, long before Genesis
1:3. We see how he was placed in high-ranking positions; he had
trading activities, which made him even more powerful. He began
to look for monopolism, which is the reason behind violence in
capitalism in our world too. After he gained this, or after he filled
“his civilization” with violence, he then wanted to rise above the
Most High. And in fact, he still wants it. That’s why it’s so important
to know about the origin of satan, when it comes to unveiling the
mystery that is called babylon. Because he makes excessive use of
his own “life experience” so to speak.
Ancient artefacts
Now, how did this interplanetary civilization look like during the
reign of “lucifer”? There isn’t much knowledge concerning this “preAdamite civilization”. So much will be speculation. But as we could
read, there were many similarities with our world. There were cities,
a fruitful place, trading, et cetera. And so we shouldn’t be surprised,
that there are some indications leading towards the existence of
ancient civilizations on earth dating back over to 10,000 years ago.
All over the world, there are legends about civilizations that predate man. We just have to remember “Atlantis”, or “Mu”: names
given to ancient civilizations on continents that are now under
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water. People like Erich von Daniken11 and others have pointed out
again and again that there are many things in history that according
to traditional teaching shouldn’t be there. Now, let’s take a look at
some “mysteries of the past”, which could or could not be preAdamite of origin. But if they are not, the pre-Adamites definitely
had an influence as we will see further on in this book.
Nazca lines
In Peru, South America, there’s a big mountain where there are
giant “lines” built
(according to local
history) by an ancient
civilization called the
Nazca. These lines
only make sense
when you fly over
them, as they turn out
to be giant pictures
when viewed from a
higher position. They
form pictures of a
spider, monkey or a mockingbird
(picture). Other lines, of considerable
length, are like big roads because
they start and end suddenly. The
term for these works of arts is
geoglyphs. Some miles away, there’s
even what seems to be a big “road
sign” on another mountain, where a
giant three-armed “arrow” (picture) is
showing the way to what we know as the Nazca Lines. Although
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and films.
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the giant pictures of animals are spectacular and tickles the minds
of many speculators, the straight lines
(picture) form a greater mystery. They have a
much less estethic function. According to
Erich von Daniken, the Nazca Lines could be
the remains of an ancient “airport” and given
the fact that we’ve seen that there was an
inter-planetary civilization years before the
creation of man, this isn’t such a ridiculous thought as it first
sounds. The pre-Adamites could very well have built such an
airport, or spaceport if you will. And at a later stage, people could
then have made the lines become visible again, in an attempt to
call upon the “gods”.
Yonaguni ruins
In the southern part of Japan, there’s an island called Yonaguni.
This island became known
throughout the world in 1985, when
ancient ruins
were found under
water. When they
were found, the
established
authorities in
science tried to describe them as natural12.
Appearantly,
there’s a
complete city
under the surface
of the water. But
as everyone can see, these ruins are
not natural. Many people relate them
to a “lost continent”, called Mu or
Lemuria, which supposedly was
buried under the water 10,000 BC. Some scientists date them
12
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authorities declare something “natural”, this doesn’t have to be an “absolute truth”.
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around that time too. It’s for certain, that they were under water
4000 years ago, as fossils of that age are found on them. So they
are either from before the Great Flood, or they are of pre-Adamitic
origin. A Japanese marine geologist, Masaaki Kimura, who deeply
researched this matter, says in an interview:
" We found that the ruins are at least 6000 years old. It
could go back another 4000 years when we consider the
length of time before they sank into the water.13 "
Mars
On planet Mars are what seems to be unnatural structures. If what
the pictures show is in fact what is on the surface of the planet,
there are at least two large structures in the form of a humanoid
face facing upwards. There are five-sided pyramids and what seem
to be the ruins of an ancient city. Some researchers, like David
Flynn from the Watcher website14 and Richard Hoagland from the
Enterprise Mission site15, see similarities between the structures on
Mars and ancient Egyptian pyramids, although they come to
different conclusions. Watcher Website has proven to be good
resource, although I can’t follow the writer(s) of the website in all
things. But in a lot of things the website has a thoughtful and
plausible meditation. Mr. Flynn describes the Martian monuments
as ancient altars of some kind, directed towards the Most High. As
there seems to be scriptural evidence for angelic civilizations long
before Adam was created, it could very well be that the beings that
were part of this civilization did serve the Creator of the Universe in
manners similar to the Israelian service of the Most High God.
Before they fell, that is. Mr. Hoagland takes a totally different
position. Through complex mathemethical reasoning he comes to
13

http://www.summit-okinawa.gr.jp/tokusyu/ruins1.htm
http://www.watcherwebsite.com
15
Mr. Hoagland Has been a NASA consultant, among many other things. The fact
that he has given a speech for a very interested interested United Nations in which he
was able to introduce his theories, should say something about his level of credibility
in those circles. His repeated use of terms like “new age” and “new world order” in
this speech (which was released on video) certainly exposed his spiritual symphathy.
Mr. Hoagland’s website is located at http://www.enterprisemission.com
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the conclusion that what he calls the Monuments on Mars, are like
schoolbooks containing technical information concerning the “art”
of dealing with inter-dimensional “energies”.
Cydonia
Take a look at the following pictures taken by an unmanned Space
Ship from NASA in the 1970’s. The pictures show a certain region
on planet Mars
called the
Cydonia region.
Apart from
channels, ice
and other
indications of a
past civilization
on the planet,
there are –what
seems like- ruins
of artificial
structures. And
many of them
look like ancient
monuments we
have on our own planet, earth.
These pictures of the Cydoniaregion on Mars (the monuments of
Mars) clearly show a face and
pyramids. One big difference with
the pyramids on earth, though.
The Matians built them with five
sides. There’s a big five-sided
pyramid, a face, and what seems
to the ruins of a city. Hoagland
found many more on Mars, by the way. And as usual: craters, silent
witnesses of a passed judgement you can find on many surfaces of
the planets in our Solar System.
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Malfunction, error or ET?
Since their discovery by NASA in 1976, several attempts have
been made to explain the structures as natural anomalies, or as
photographic “mistakes”. Some “mistake”! The chances that these
pictures could show what they show as a result of a malfunction in
the camera’s are as low as the chances that nature itself would
“randomly construct” five-sided pyramids, the face as we see it, as
well as some other anomalies which I haven’t even mentioned.
More than once since 1976, Unmanned space ships have been
sent to Mars, some of which coincidently lost contact with earth just
before they were about to take pictures from Cydonia. Other films
show perfect images, except for Cydonia. These seem to have
been vanished. Malfunction again? Cydonia region pictures
released by NASA since 1976 become more vague as time goes
by. Technical advancements? There are even –as far as I know
unconfirmed- stories how an earth-sent Space Ship, destined to
take pictures from Mars, has been “shot” out of function by a
UFO16. UFOlogists and ET17 worshippers obviously see it all as a
proof for their claim of current extra-terrestrial civilizations. The fact
that these are ruins from ancient times doesn’t seem to bother
them at all. Or why, if the stories on the UFO laser beam attack are
true, there are no signs of a current civilization in spite of the
presence of a UFO. If they would have needed a physical home,
given the fact that the Martian artefacts are physical, how come
they can function without this physical home in the present time?18
In spite of all this, over and over you can read how they write
16

UFO = Unidentified Flying Object, also known as flying saucers. The most
common explanation is that these UFO’s are ships from intelligent beings “form
outer space”. I do not share that conclusion.
17
ET = Extra Terrestrial, meaning not from planet earth. Most of the time it is
assumed that ET’s share the same three-dimensional space with us humans. But in
the same time UFOlogists admit that ET’s seem to be able to travel between
different dimensions.
18
Where “Lucifer’s civilization” was located in our physical, three-dimensional
realm, his fall made him to lose this position. The Bible also makes mention of the
fact, that many “fallen angels” are bound in places in another dimension. Some
rituals performed by satanists seem to have the purpose to “unleash” certain beings
from these places.
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something like: “We can only guess as to why the civilization on
Mars vanished with the ‘sudden climate change’, but at least there
is some proof of ET’s”…….
Pre-Adamite civilization on earth
When you see the Martian Pyramids, one of the first thoughts
probably running through your mind is the existence of the
pyramids on our own Planet Earth. The
pyramids are everywhere on the planet,
but the most famous are the Egyptian and
they are built thousands of years ago.
Studying these collossal buildings revealed
the enormous amount of knowledge the
ancients had when it came to physics and
mathemethics. An even greater enigma
was found in the Sphinx (picture). Some
scientists claim that the Sphinx is even
built over 10,000 years ago. Recent
seismological testing showed, that the
monument has suffered from floods dating
back thousands of years. If this is true, and if it is also true that
Adam was created about 6,000 years ago the only conclusion must
be that the structure was built by a pre-Adamite civilization. Mr.
Flynn from the Watcher Website, who deeply researched this
matter, sees a similarity between the Cydonian face and the
Egyptian Sphinx. He claims, that both resemble the head of a
Cherub and were constructed by the pre-Adamite angelic
civilizations on various planets of our solar system to reflect the
Glory of God and to prophetically tell the story of Yesus Kristos, the
Divine Saviour. His analysis of the other ancient structures led him
to the same conclusion and indeed, there are some striking
similarities. It seems like some principals described in the Bible are
also utilized in at least some the ancient constructions on Mars.
However, some reserves have to be taken as other explanations
can be given too on the matter.
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Purpose of the artefacts
The theories of David Flynn reveal his expertise on the matter, but I
don’t necessarily agree with him in all of his conclusions. Please
remember, the prophet Ezekiel revealed that satan once was one
of the Cherubim and so these monuments and especially the faces
could very well be monuments of satan’s rebellion against the Most
High. According to Richard Hoagland, the Arab word for Sphinx
means something like “Father of terror” and when that’s an
accurate description, the identity of who exactly the Sphinx is
symbolizing shouldn’t be too difficult. Hoagland studied the
Monuments on Mars very intensly with a group of scientists. He
claims, that the artefacts are inline with eachother. As said, through
very complex mathemetical reasoning he comes to the conclusion
that the builders of the Martian structures were teaching the basics
of some kind of natural law concerning the way multi-dimensional
“energies” have influence in our three-dimensional world. Hoagland
thinks, that the planets are “controlled” by sources beyond our
physical realm and he uses the example of the last planet of our
solar system to illustrate it. This planet gives more energy than it
takes! Following this line of reasoning, the Martian monuments
seem to teach how to get in contact with the realms of the
supernatural, the spiritual, and use energies from that realm for
various technical and other purposes. The structures also seem to
be some kind of map to find various spots on planets where the
“gates” to the supernatural are located. Hoagland succeeded in
finding various “mysterious buildings” such as Stonehenge on
spots where he expected such buildings to be. He even goes as far
as to think the Aveburry region in England might be an attempt to
re-build the Martian monuments right here on earth19.
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All of this can be found in Hoagland’s publications and were also presented to a
very interested United Nations. This speech was also released on video. He thinks,
that when this “multi-dimensional linking technique” is learned to be applied, an end
to famine and war can be released and thus a “new world order” and a “new age”
would be a matter of fact.
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Costly projects
Whatever you can say about the ancient monuments, great effort is
put into constructing these buildings. They were giga-projects and
giga-projects always cost a lot of money (or any equivalent
thereof). The prophet Ezekiel made known that the pre-Adamite
civilizations were filled with violence caused by the economic
activity of this “Covering Cherub”. When David Flynn is right in his
theory that the Sphinx and the Martian faces resemble a cherub,
perhaps they were monuments erected to give praise to this cherub
called “lucifer”.
Panet Rahab
There are also Bible scriptures that seem to indicate, that satan
once had his own planet, called “Rahab”. As a result of satan’s fall,
this planet received an incredible judgement from the Most High: it
was destroyed and turned into the asteroid belt in space, and much
debris went to different planet as well, such as Mars, destroying not
only the civilizations, but also the atmospheric conditions for
sustaining life.
Rahab connected to satan’s fall
The word “Rahab” in the Hebrew language (see
left) translates into English as “Storm,
Arrogance”. It’s used a number of times in the Bible, the most
known is the part on which Joshua conquered Jericho with the help
of a local prostitute with this name. You can read it in the 2nd
chapter of the book Joshua. But there are also scriptures about
Rahab of which the context makes it very clear, that the subject of
these particular scriptures is far from being a human being. It’s
related to “the heavens”, “the fugitive snake” and judgements of
God.
The pillars of heaven tremble and are astonished at his
reproof. He divideth the sea with his power, and by his
understanding he smiteth through the proud. By his spirit
he hath garnished the heavens; his hand hath formed the
crooked serpent. (Job 26:11-13, KJV)
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Rahab and the fugitive serpent
This is one of those scriptures, which make you seriously wonder
what it means. Only when you check the original language, it
becomes clear what it actually says. Although the KJV is a
reasonable translation, in this particular scripture the English words
say a totally different thing than the original. The translators wrote
“the proud” where the original text uses the word Rahab. The last
sentence says something like God created the crooked serpent.
Also this is translated rather strange. It’s because of these
translation errors, that people start think to God created satan. But
the original scriptures say something different. First, the word that
is translated as “has formed” comes from the Hebrew “chuwl”. This
word has many meanings, and given the context it would best have
been translated with “distressed”, or “twisted”. And last, the word
“crooked”. Although this is a good description of the serpent, it’s not
a good translation of the word “bariyach”. This Hebrew word means
“fugitive”. Let’s see what the translation should read:
The pillars of heaven tremble and are astonished at his
reproof. He divideth the sea with his power, and by his
understanding he severely wounded Rahab. By his spirit
he hath garnished the heavens; his hand distressed the
fugitive serpent.
Catastrophe in space
Let me now paraphrase this same scripture. “The pillars of heaven
tremble, and are full of amazement of the severity of God’s reproof
or rebuke”, says Job to his audience, referring to Genesis 1:2. This
means, that there was a catastrophe in space. One of the results
on the planet earth was, that the seas were “divided”. One could
also say, “instantly disturbed”, by looking at the Hebrew. Job
continues: “God’s knowledge concerning the walks and talks of
satan made Him to severely damage Rahab. He made the heavens
clear again by His Spirit, and He put the fugitive serpent in
distress”.
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Rahab destroyed, satan on the run
The context of this whole narrative makes it clear, that here we
have a mention of the Most High’s reaction to satan’s sin we’ve
discussed in-depth before. The context also indicates, that this
judgement took place in the Solar System with impact on earth as
well. While Rahab was destroyed, the serpent became “fugitive”.
So God destroyed his “head-quarters” so to speak, and caused
satan to be on the run.
Rahab in psalms
This part from Job is most definitely not the only scripture teaching
about Rahab. The book of Psalms also makes a mention of
Rahab’s judgement and gives some more detail on the fate of this
planet.
O LORD God of hosts, who is a strong LORD like unto
thee? or to thy faithfulness round about thee? Thou rulest
the raging of the sea: when the waves thereof arise, thou
stillest them. Thou hast broken Rahab in pieces, as one
that is slain; thou hast scattered thine enemies with thy
strong arm. The heavens are thine, the earth also is thine:
as for the world and the fulness thereof, thou hast founded
them. (Psalm 89:8-11, KJV)
Rahab crushed and the
Solar System cleaned
It might be interesting to
know, that Psalm 89 as a
whole is seen as a
teaching. Again, the
judgement on Rahab is
mentioned in connection to
“the heavens”. God
crushed Rahab into
pieces. When you crush a
cup, you will see that it
breaks down into different
pieces. When this happens
24

to a planetary body, the obvious result is, that it’s debris will fall on
neighbouring planets. When you see a picture of Mars, or the
Moon, you will see landscapes filled with craters. Between Mars
and Jupiter there’s the asteroid-belt. This might therefore be the
place where Rahab used to be. On Jupiter, there is a “red spot”
(picture). This “red spot” is in fact a mysterious storm. As we
remember, Rahab means “arrogance” and “storm”. Could it be
“Rahab’s storm”? It’s most certainly interested to know, that the
storm is located at one of Hoagland’s “magical spots”. A storm on
Jupiter, craters on various planets, Rahab is surely scattered into
millions of pieces! And just like the pieces of Rahab were scattered
around in space, the Most High also scattered HIS enemies.
Please note, that here there is a specific mention of Jah’s enemies.
They were not the enemies of His people, but these enemies had a
direct conflict with God. The remark, that the heavens and the earth
are God’s property because He has created them in the first place,
is also quite relevant for an overstanding of this teaching. The
judgement on Rahab not only had a “cleaning impact” in space, but
also on earth. Just like the other quoted scripture from Job 26,
Psalm 89 specifically mentions an impact on the seas of the earth.
It seems like this is a hint towards Genesis 1:2.
Rahab connected to ancient judgement of God
The prophet of old, IsaJah has also written down some words
concerning Rahab, and connects the planet with the judgement on
satan, and puts it all back to ancient times on the cosmic timecalendar. Just read how the prophet adresses the Most High:
Awake, awake, put on strength, O arm of the LORD;
awake, as in the ancient days, in the generations of old. Art
thou not it that hath cut Rahab, and wounded the dragon?
(IsaJah 51:9 KJV)
Exemplary judgement
First IsaJah starts to refer to what is translated as “the ancient
days”. Days, by the way, do not necessarily mean literally 24-hour
periods here. The prophet says, that in the ancient period, the Most
High has shown His Power in an extraordinairy way. “Generations
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of old” in the original language refers to the same thing.
Generations referring to periods, the word “old” is translated from
“owlam” and is specifically pointing out to “the ancient past”. There
is no doubt, what the prophet is saying. He is putting Rahab in the
ancient past, together with the judgement placed on the dragon,
who we know is satan. The word the translators used for
“wounding”, as in “wounded the dragon” is the word “chalal”. This
word can be translated as wounded, but also with “to profane”. This
is significant, because it indicates that the dragon or serpent once
was perfect, but he committed the sin to want to become above the
Most High. This made him profane, he lost his honour.
Reptillian connection
The Bible is not the only source on ancient civilizations of nonhuman beings roaming the earth and space. A study of ancient
mythology and religions point out to the same thing. The earliest
civilizations all have their stories about them. The Zulu’s in
southern Africa for example believe, that there used to be a
reptilian race on earth that was judged by the Most High for
“practicing bad magic”. Satan is also reptilian, because he is
referred to as the serpent or the snake. The inhabitants of earth
during his rule in ancient times before Adam might therefore also
be reptilians20. Reptilian themes and figures are a constantly
returning theme in connection with the ancient so-called “gods” of
which we will read in following chapters. But God has destroyed
their physical bodies, and made it impossible for them to
permanently stay in this three-dimensional world we live in.
Light!
This concludes the story how “lucifer” became satan when he
rebelled against the Most High. He fell from his position, his planet
Rahab exploded and turned into the asteroid-belt while also
20

The Bible, ancient mythology and archaeology all seem to indicate that there was
an inter-planetary pre-Adamite civilization. It could be, that on the various planets
there were also various species. The ancient stories do not only speak on the subject
of reptilians, but also about a more humanoid race. But in most material that I have
researched, the reptilians seem to be the highest-ranking figures in the satanic
hierarchy.
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destroying the atmospheres of Mars and Earth and the civilizations
built on it. Through this judgement the earth became wasted and
empty until Jah said: “LET THERE BE LIGHT!” And there was light.
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